The Peer Review Process as a Method
This is not my title; the article with this title belongs to a required reading of all doctoral courses. In this article, the editors of the American Anthropologist, Vora and Boellstorff (2012) , dissect the review process, exposing the author's text, the reviewer's comments, and subsequently the author's response and changes. By understanding this process, one can see how an outside perspective may resolve ambiguities and possible misinterpretations, reveal gaps in the arguments, and subsequently ask for further information. But an excellent review may do much more. Reviewers usually come from varied backgrounds: They may be from different disciplines, with similar or different levels of expertise; they may come with expert methodological knowledge, or different methodological knowledge. As they read your article, whether experts or not, they must be able to make sense of what you have written. Ideally, in your text, you should clearly describe your arguments logically, present your data and the analysis clearly, and discuss the significance of your study and link it to the literature. You should have been able to tell the reader what the results mean and what they signify. More recently, we are instructed that you inform the practitioner as to how to use the results, and instruct researchers as to what the next step in inquiry should be.
Consider the careful and authoritative reviewers as three experts who can assist you in the final phase of development of your article. To receive an excellent review is a blessing, a gift to the author. Indeed many authors add a token of appreciation to the reviewers in the acknowledgment section.
What is in it for the reviewers? I tell folks who ask this, that they will feel privileged to be able to see prepublication material. If a seasoned researcher is a reviewer, he or she will not be able to actually use this knowledge learned. However, reviewing will assist them to keep abreast of the directions their field is taking. Students and new researchers are able to see what a well-written (or poorly written) article looks like, and rapidly learn what to do and what not to do when preparing an article for submission. In Qualitative Health Research (QHR), additionally we send the reviews back to all reviewers, and by comparing your review and decision with others' reviews, you become a better reviewer, a better author, and a better researcher. Most importantly, reviewers have the satisfaction of knowing that when it is their turn to submit, they will benefit reciprocally, for others will likewise be commenting, reviewing, molding, and polishing their own submitted manuscript.
Becoming a good reviewer is a skill: It is not easy to give constructive comments, to decide what is an essential change, and to decide what suggestions are optimal and at the discretion of the author. It is not easy, knowing how much work has gone into a study, to have to recommend that it not be published. But these are essential decisions.
It may be surprising to learn that editors do not know everything, and over the years, it is the reviewers of QHR that have made the journal solid. The journal seems to have collectively developed a standard for qualitative health research.
How do you become a reviewer? Send your request to QHR-TE@nurs.utah.edu along with your vita. Then, once accepted, you will be asked to select keywords, indicating the areas in which you are willing to review.
On behalf of the editors, we recognize those who unstintingly gave their time to make QHR all that it is: We thank our reviewers.
